THEOREM 1. If G(x) has two transitive constituents of relatively prime degrees m and n, n>m, it has a transitive constituent of degree (>n) a divisor ofmn.
Let au a 2 , • • • , a m and bu b 2 , • • • , b n , respectively, be the letters of two transitive constituents of G(x) of relatively prime degrees m and n, and assume n>m. Let us denote the order of the group G{x) by g. Now the subgroup G{x){a\) of G(x), which fixes the letter a\, is of order g/m, while the subgroup G(x) (#i) (b^) of G (x) (ax), which fixes the letter bi % is of order g/ (mt), ( 1 g / ^ n). Using the same notation, we have on the other hand g/n as the order of the group G(x)(bi), and g(ns)> (1 Ss^rn), as the order of G(x)(bi) (ai) . Hence ns = mt. Since m and n are relatively prime and s^m and tl^n, we have s = m and t -n. Thus in the group G(ai) (x) , which is identical with G(x)(ai), the n letters bi, &2, • • • , b n are permuted transitively. Now since the subgroup that fixes one letter of a simply transitive primitive group is a maximal subgroup, G(x) and G(#i) cannot both have a transitive constituent on the same letters. Consequently, in G(a%) the letters b h b 2l • • • , b n belong to a transitive constituent of degree q > n. In G(ai) the letter x belongs to a transitive constituent of degree m. 
) the degrees of the transitive constituents of H of degree less than t have no common f actor.
We shall use the notation of the previous theorem. Let the regular constituent M of degree m be on the letters a Xl a 2 ,
• • • , a m . Let the letters which H displaces be Greek letters and those which it fixes be italic letters. Note that since M is regular, the subgroup G(x){a x ) is H. The transitive constituents of the subgroup that fixes one letter of a transitive group occur in pairs of equal degrees.* Two members of a pair may coincide and then the transitive constituent is said to be paired with itself. If M is paired with itself, the permutation S= (xai) • • • exists in G and transforms G(x)(ai), which is H, into itself; but since G{x) is a maximal subgroup, it is the largest subgroup of G in which H is invariant. Thus M is not paired with itself, f Then let M be paired with a transitive constituent on italic letters. The permutation 5= (bixai •••)*••> which exists because of this pairing, transforms H into a subgroup, fixing both x and #i, which consequently is H itself. We conclude that M must be paired with a transitive constituent on Greek letters. Hence there exists the permutation S= {axa 
is divisible by v' is displaced in H(a) in a transitive constituent of degree a multiple of v'. Since H (a) is in H and in G(x)(a), and since G(x)(a) transforms H into itself, H (a) is invariant in G(x)(a).
Hence all the letters of transitive constituents of H of degree involving a factor v r are displaced in G(x)(a) in transitive constituents whose degree is divisible by v'. Since H and G(x)(a) are conjugates, each has the same number of transitive constituents whose degrees are divisible by v'. We have just shown that H and G(x)(a) have these transitive constituents on the same letters. Recall that
SG(x)S~l = G(a) and SHS~l = G(a)(x). Hence G (a) in which G(a)(x)
is invariant displaces these letters in transitive constituents containing no other letters. Thus the group {G(a), G(X) } permutes these letters among themselves, but G(x) is a maximal subgroup, and, consequently, H has no transitive constituents whose degrees contain a factor prime to /.
Further we show that transitive constituents of degrees less than / exist, and that their degrees have no common factor. The subgroup that fixes one letter of the constituent M' displaces all the other letters of the constituent.* Hence G(x)(a) has transitive constituents on the letters of the constituent M' of degree less than /. If the transitive constituents of degrees less than / are of degrees w\, w 2 , • • • , w s then we shall have t = kiWi+k2W2+ • • • +k s w s + l, where at least one &»>0, for S replaces a by x and the letters ai, a 2r • • • , a t -i of the transitive constituent of degree t to which a belongs in H by letters of transitive constituents of H of degrees less than /. This is evident when we recall that S~lG(x)(a)S = H. Hence a common factor of wu w 2 , • • • , w s is prime to t, contrary to the analysis in the preceding paragraph.
COROLLARY. The number t defined in Theorem 2 is not a power of a prime.
Since the degree of no transitive constituent of H is prime to /, and since the transitive constituents of degrees less than / exist and have no common factor, we conclude that t is not a power of a prime.
We use Theorem 2 to prove the following theorems.
THEOREM 3. If G(x) has a regular constituent of degree pq, p and q primes, it is of order pq.
Assume the order of G(x) to exceed pq. We follow the notation of Theorem 2. Since the constituent M' is of order p x q v , it is solvable,* and since its degree is not a power of a prime, it is not primitive. Let p be less than q. Since the subgroup G(x) (a) , that fixes one letter of M', displaces the remaining m -1 letters of M'y the systems of imprimitivity of M' cannot be of degree p, for then this subgroup has transitive constituents of degrees ^£ -1, but by (2) and (3) We again use Theorem 2 and assume the order of G{x) to exceed m. If the transitive constituents of H of degree less than / are all of the same degree v, say, v is prime to /, for then / = fo/ + l. Hence the transitive constituents of H of degree less than / are of at least two different degrees. Thus H must displace letters of at least three transitive constituents of G{x) for all the transitive constituents of H arising from one transitive constituent of G{x) are of the same degree. If G{x) has no more than four transitive constituents, H has transitive constituents of degree / arising only from the transitive constituent M' of G{x). Now 
